Simon Says Style!

- Before going outside
  - Draw a picture of a 90 degree angle
  - Draw a picture of a 45 degree angle.
  - Draw a picture of a 180 degree angle.

- We’re going to play Simon Says. EXCEPT – you we’re only going use
  commands like these: ( but we’ll say any number)
    - Turn Right 90 degrees
    - Turn Left 45 degrees
    - Walk forward 3 steps

- Now you try! Take turns being Simon and try to get the follower to do
  these things using only the 3 types of commands above. Write the simon
  says commands below each
  - Spin in a circle
Simon Says Style! (Continued…)

- Walk around the outside of the square

- Walk in the shape of a triangle

- Walk in the shape of a circle

Now you draw the shape! Use sidewalk chalk to draw your shape or picture on the ground. Use another piece of paper to draw a copy of the shape you’ve drawn on the ground and the commands you used to direct your follower.